30 poster exhibition at a glance
1) Billowing Mushroom Cloud

18) Physical Effects (Acute Disorders)

2-5) The Vanished Cityscapes

19) Physical Effects (After Effects)

6) Hiroshima and Nagasaki Before the A-Bomb

20) Relief Activities amid the Chaos

7) Hiroshima and Nagasaki during the War

21) Searching for Family and Friends

8) Chronology of the Atomic Bombing

22) Recovering from Ruin

9) Structure of the A-bombs

23) Rebirth of a City

10) Unique Damage

24) Hiroshima and Nagasaki Today

11) Aftermath of the A-bomb (Hiroshima)

25) Memories of Hiroshima and Nagasaki

12) Aftermath of the A-bomb (Nagasaki)

26) Memories of Hiroshima
(Children’s Belongings)

13) A-bomb Drawings
(Unforgettable Horrors Drawn by Survivors)
14) Damage from Heat Rays
15) Damage from Blast

27) Memories from Nagasaki
28) Nuclear Tests and the Development
of Nuclear Weapons
29) Eliminating Nuclear Weapons

16) Damage from Fire
17) Damage from Radiation

30) From Hiroshima and Nagasaki to
the Future

Exactly two years after the bombing of Hiroshima, Mayor Shinzo Hamai delivered the
first “Peace Declaration” of Hiroshima. In that historic document, he urges us to use the
bombing as a call to action for peace and the abolition of nuclear weapons:

“This horrible weapon brought about a “Revolution of Thought,” which has convinced us of the
necessity and the value of eternal peace.That is to say, because of this atomic bomb, the people
of the world have become aware that a global war in which atomic energy would be used would
lead to the end of our civilization and extinction of mankind. This revolution in thinking
ought to be the basis for an absolute peace, and imply the birth of new life and a new world.”
~ Mayor Shinzo Hamai
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About the Exhibit*

Our Thought Community

On August 6, 1945, the U.S. dropped the first atomic bomb on the city of Hiroshima, Japan.
Three days later, Nagasaki was bombed. The victims were primarily civilians.

“A Revolution of Thought” is a “Thought Community” dedicated to investigating the
philosophical, ethical, legal, and spiritual dimensions of organized violence and the ways
in which inquiry and rational activity are used in its service. We have a special focus on
the testing of nuclear weapons, their use in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the International Law that has developed in response thereto.

_____________
* Note: The complete list of the 30 poster exhibit appears on the back of this brochure.

2020 marks the 75th anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. To mark this
occasion, CMU’s Center for International Ethics (housed in the Department of Philosophy
and Religion) is partnering with CMU’s Honors Program to revive an exhibition that was
first installed in 2014 in Anspach Hall. In 2014, The Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum
gifted a 30 poster exhibition to the Center for International Ethics. Sent directly from Hiroshima, the posters were mounted and made part of an educational program titled “A
Revolution of Thought” — a phrase used by Shinzo Hamai, the first publicly elected Mayor
of Hiroshima after the bombing. In addition to the exhibition, CMU students also heard
eye-witness testimony of the bombing from two survivors (Hibakusha).
The 2020 exhibition is revived in Powers Hall, the home of CMU’s Honors Program. Several CMU Honors students (Michael Buzzy, Kelvin Hakemi and Michelle Powers) are helping
to educate their peers about the myriad issues connected to the testing and use of nuclear
weapons. Just as in 2014, CMU students will be able to learn about the bombing from a
Hibakusha in a Zoom session from Hiroshima. To learn more, visit our website at thinkwemust.com and select “Hibakusha Testimony” from the menu atop the page.

The opening of packages sent by The Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum. Ms.Taylor Ackerman (former
CMU Honors student, and now a Law Student at NYU) opens the package in 2014 at CMU.

In addition to CMU’s Honors Program, Department of Philosophy and Religion, and
Center for International Ethics, STUDENT PUGWASH USA and THE ROTBLAT
SOCIETY are members of our Thought Community, external to CMU. Both of these
organizations originate in The Russell/Einstein Manifesto of 1955. Spearheaded by
philosopher and peace activist Bertrand Russell and physicist Albert Einstein, the
Russell/Einstein Manifesto condemned nuclear weapons and urged governments “to
find peaceful means for the settlement of all matters of dispute between them.” The first
sentence of the Manifesto calls for a conference of scientists “to appraise the perils that
have arisen as a result of the development of weapons of mass destruction.” Joseph
Rotblat was the youngest scientist to sign the Manifesto (he was 47 at the time).
In 1957, Rotblat spearheaded the “Pugwash Movement” which
convened annual conferences of the sort called for by the Russell/
Einstein Manifesto. These annual conferences were originally held in
Pugwash, Nova Scotia, and promoted the causes of peace, dialogue
and disarmament. Joseph Rotblat and the
Pugwash Conferences on Science and World
Affairs shared the Nobel Peace Prize in 1995.
In 1979, Student Pugwash USA was founded to empower and equip
students and young professionals to identify, critically analyze, and
shape the ethical, policy, and societal dimensions of science and
technology. The Rotblat Society is open to non-students and more senior professionals.
It shares the same aims as Student Pugwash. Learn more at studentpugwash.org.
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* The photo on front cover depicts a destroyed Buddhist temple in Nagasaki, Japan

